


 For over 25 years, Chris Christensen has been a leading innovator in the 

Show Dog and Grooming Industry, with revolutionizing products such as 
White on White, the Big G, and one of our latest releases in partnership with 

Aesculap, the Artemis Cordless Clipper. 

 

With product innovation and quality being the leading principles our brand 

was founded upon, Chris Christensen is proud to offer the latest extension to 

our Artemis line, a five-piece clipper comb set, available now for purchase. 

Made in Germany from high-end quality metal, the Artemis Cordless Clipper 

Combs are built to sustain the toughest environments,  while also providing 
the finesse needed for the most delicate grooms. 

 

With a focus on quality and superior performance, you can trust the Artemis 

Clipper Combs will meet the rigorous demands of groomers, handlers and 
dog show enthusiasts.  







Designed to fit the ArtemisTM  Cordless Clipper 
& the ArtemisTM Clipper Blades. 

 

Easy snap-on design fits a #10 & #30            

detachable blade, making it easier for longer 
hair to pass through blades more quickly & 
efficiently, while keeping a constant cutting 

length throughout the cut area. 





Item  

Description 
Part # UPC Code Case Pack Qty Min Order Qty 

Distributor 

Cost 
MSRP IMAP 

5 PC Artemis   

Clipper Comb Set 
CLIPCOMBSET 819774014775 5 units/case 1 case $42.00 $59.00 $59.00 

  

 

 

Multiple Sizes 



The Chris Christensen Artemis Clipper Combs pair the renowned high 

quality standards of Chris Christensen with the precision of German 
craftmanship of Aesculap. Designed to complement the Artemis Cord-

less Clipper and coordinating universal interchangeable blades, this five-
piece clipper comb set is expertly crafted from high-quality durable met-

al to sustain the toughest environments, while also providing the finesse 
needed for the most delicate grooms. Each clipper comb is coded with 

an easily identifiable size on the outer comb tooth for clear visibility. 

Deep teeth allow for longer hair to pass through blades more efficiently, 
keeping a constant cut length throughout the entire body. 

• Thick outside teeth to prevent bending and breakage 

• Expertly crafted from high-quality, durable metal 

• Included in Package: 

 1/2” (13MM) Size 

 5/8” (16MM) Size 

 3/4” (19MM) Size 

 7/8” (22MM) Size 

    1” (25 MM) Size 

• Manufactured in Germany 



We’re happy to accommodate 

any distributor and supply any 
necessary creative assets, 

with a convenient way to 
download for your own      

personal use. 

Check out the current assets 

available for download below. 

If you don’t see a particular 
asset available, please reach 

out  directly.  

https://app.box.com/s/wind2mmuar2gj18cga388x9zoo5vyyqu
https://app.box.com/s/huj98kc1r8cqnfk1la5yd0xl6893pync
https://app.box.com/s/x5i2z6smf87s65corm67sc713qvnkiaf


For any questions pertaining 
to the Artemis Clipper Comb 

in-stock notice, please       
contact: 

 

sales@chrissystems.com 

aalexander@chrissystems.com 


